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Where We Started

Teaching Skills

Teaching novels, short stories, poems, 
etc. to help students foster general skills 

like analysis, critical thinking, etc.

Teaching Texts

Teaching students individual novels, short 
stories, poems, etc. with the goal they 

understand the text itself.



Where We Struggled

Bounded Framing Inauthentic“Bo Peep” Effect

Even students who enjoyed 
class didn’t see the 

relevance of their learning 
outside of school

Students didn’t seem able 
to transfer learning across 

curricula, units, or even 
subsequent lessons

Students expressed 
frustration or confusion 

when given agency. They’re 
used to “doing school”.



Where We’re Headed

Expansive FramingExpertise

Helping students develop 
expertise by organizing 

learning around key 
concepts and principles

Fostering understanding 
that is flexible and 

transferable so it can be 
applied to authentic 

situations and causes

Meaningful Work

Creating intersections 
between students’ literacies 

and the knowledge, skills, 
and habits of mind that 

shape the discipline



I. Defining Transfer

How does this look in practice? How can we move 
beyond teaching isolated texts or decontextualized 

skills? 



↪ Using our previous learning to 
unlock or understand a new 
situation, context, or phenomena

↪ Requires recontextualization of 
knowledge/skills.

↪ Not purely cognitive–embodied, 
contextual, and social

Defining
Transfer



↪ Deep procedural knowledge
↪ Deep conceptual knowledge
↪ Deep conditional knowledge
↪ Ability to extract generalizations
↪ Understanding of underlying 

principles 

Facilitating 
Transfer





II. Thinking Conceptually

How can we anchor learning around organizing 
concepts instead of texts, projects, or discrete skills?



“The reason experts remember more 
is that what novices see as separate 
pieces of information, experts see as 
organized sets of ideas.”

(Bransford, 2005)



Concepts organize



Concept
An organizing idea with distinct attributes that are shared across multiple 
examples. 

Words we can use to categorize our world 
(student friendly)

Broad enough to help us consolidate skills/standards



Evidence

Data

Text 
Excerpt

Expert 
Quote

Statistics



Counterclaim

Structure 

Evidence
Claim

Reasoning
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Purpose
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Conceptual Patterns

When experts look at texts/contexts, they don’t see disconnected ideas, plots, or 
events. They see interconnected conceptual frameworks, patterns, and principles.

Concept Concept Concept

ConceptConcept
Concept Concept

Conceptual Lenses



III. Expansive Framing

How can we frame our instruction in powerful, 
expansive ways that promote transfer? 



Expansive Framing

● Linking students learning to other 
contexts encourages them to 
consider where their 
understanding may be relevant 
beyond the classroom.

● Take time to model and discuss the 
various ways and contexts in which 
students can leverage their 
understanding.

● Helps reduce context-dependence



When contexts are framed expansively, 
students are positioned as actively 

contributing to larger conversations that 
extend across time, places, and people. A 
set of recent studies provides empirical 
evidence that the expansive framing of 

contexts can foster transfer. 

(Engle, et. al, 2012).



Bounded Framing Expansive Framing
The goal for this unit is to read and 
analyze The Great Gatsby. You’ll need to 
use your close reading skills in order to 
understand the theme F. Scott 
Fitzgerald was trying to convey. It’s 
important you work diligently at this–as 
you’ll have weekly reading quizzes and a 
prompt-based analytical essay to 
complete. This is regarded as a classic 
American novel, so it’s important we read 
and study it together.

The goal for this unit is to deepen our 
understanding of the American 
experience. We’ll be exploring the 
relationship between power, status, 
class, and desire through F. Scott 
Fitzgerald's The Great Gatsby. Engaging 
in disciplinary discourse and 
constructing our own interpretations of 
this text will allow us to participate in an 
ongoing conversation about enduring 
themes that still resonate today.



Bounded Framing Expansive Framing
The goal for this unit is to read and 
analyze The Great Gatsby. You’ll need to 
use your close reading skills in order to 
understand the theme F. Scott 
Fitzgerald was trying to convey. It’s 
important you work diligently at this–as 
you’ll have weekly reading quizzes and a 
prompt-based analytical essay to 
complete. This is regarded as a classic 
American novel, so it’s important we read 
and study it together.

The goal for this unit is to deepen our 
understanding of the American 
experience. We’ll be exploring the 
relationship between power, status, 
class, and desire through F. Scott 
Fitzgerald's The Great Gatsby. Engaging 
in disciplinary discourse and 
constructing your own interpretations of 
this text will allow us to participate in an 
ongoing conversation about enduring 
themes that still resonate today.



Compare
The goal for this unit is to read and 
analyze The Great Gatsby. You’ll need to 
use your close reading skills in order to 
understand the theme F. Scott 
Fitzgerald was trying to convey. It’s 
important you work diligently at this–as 
you’ll have weekly reading quizzes and a 
prompt-based analytical essay to 
complete. This is regarded as a classic 
American novel, so it’s important we 
read and study it together.

The goal for this unit is to deepen our 
understanding of the American 
experience. We’ll be exploring the 
relationship between power, status, 
class, and desire through F. Scott 
Fitzgerald's The Great Gatsby. Engaging 
in disciplinary discourse and 
constructing our own interpretations of 
this text will allow us to participate in an 
ongoing conversation about enduring 
themes that still resonate today.



Task Focused Concept Focused (Patterns & Processes)

Literary 
Essay

Claim, textual evidence, reasoning, interpretation, transitions, 
structure

Oral Presentation Tone, vocalics, gesture, cadence, volume, timing

Peer Editing Feedback, discourse, communication, collaboration, community, 
growth

Multimodal
Analysis 

Lines, space, shape, color, texture, contrast, structure, design, 
layout, aesthetic



“We have decided to use the term design to describe the 
forms of meaning because it is free of the negative 
associations for teachers of terms such as "grammar." It is a 
sufficiently rich concept upon which to found a language 
curriculum and pedagogy. The term also has a felicitous 
ambiguity: it can identify either the organizational structure 
of products, or the process of designing. Expressions like "the 
design of the car," or "the design of the text," can have either 
sense: the way it is - has been - designed, or the process of 
designing it. We propose to treat any [creative] activity, 
including using language to produce or consume texts, as a 
matter of Design.”

(New London Group, 1996)
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Design Patterns

The more students are able to transfer their conceptual knowledge to 
different contexts, the deeper their understanding, the more likely they 
are to transfer, and the more adept they’ll be at transferring.

^^Expansive framing through layered text sets^^



Analyzing Design
● Content

↪ What is this about?

● Structure
↪ How is this organized? How are 

different design elements used?

● Agency
↪ Who is communicating this? Who 

is the audience?

● Context
↪ When/Where is this connected?

● Purpose
↪ Why or what’s this for?



Design Analysis
1. Hop into groups of 3

2. Scan the QR code on the right

3. Open the “Analyzing Design” slide.

4. Have each person choose a 
different version of “Ozymandias” 
and answer the questions.

5. Discuss similarities/differences



I met a traveller from an antique land,
Who said—“Two vast and trunkless legs of stone
Stand in the desert. . . . Near them, on the sand,
Half sunk a shattered visage lies, whose frown,
And wrinkled lip, and sneer of cold command,
Tell that its sculptor well those passions read
Which yet survive, stamped on these lifeless things,
The hand that mocked them, and the heart that fed;
And on the pedestal, these words appear:
My name is Ozymandias, King of Kings;
Look on my Works, ye Mighty, and despair!
Nothing beside remains. Round the decay
Of that colossal Wreck, boundless and bare
The lone and level sands stretch far away.”

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T3dpghfRBHE


Analyzing Design



IV. Writing Instruction that 
Transfers

Applying our understanding of expertise and 
expansive framing to writing instruction



Big Ideas

● The more choices students make as writers, the more 
rhetorical knowledge they build.

● Rhetorical knowledge helps students compose diverse texts 
across diverse contexts.

● Reading and composing rhetorically prepares students to 
transfer learning to new situations.



Teaching Writing for Transfer

What rhetorical concepts 
and principles do we want 
students to understand?

What inquiry and writing 
processes are we trying to 
teach?



Non-Examples



Compare



Compare



“Transfer means that the learner 
acquires knowledge and skills in 
one setting and carries them over 
to other settings that may be very 
different [...]” (Perkins 111).

Comparing & 
Contrasting Contexts





“Learn Here, Use There”



Transfer is an act of 
recontextualization.



Conceptual Knowledge

Audience Purpose Occasion

Genre Exigence Claim



Rhetorical concepts are doorways to transfer.



Transfer & Rhetorical Thinking



Building a Conceptual Framework

● How are audience and purpose connected?
● How does context affect purpose?
● How is purpose related to genre?
● How do writers interact with readers? 

(adapted from Learning That Transfers, page 15)



Developing Conceptual Knowledge

“Teaching our writing students to examine rhetorical 
situations as sets of interacting influences from which 
rhetoric arises, and which rhetoric in turn influences, is 
therefore one of the more important things we can do. 
Writers who know how to analyze these situations…have a 
stronger basis for making composing decisions and are 
better able, as readers, to understand the decisions other 
writers have made.” (Grant-Davie)



The Concepts Behind the Scaffolds

● Writing speaks to situations through recognizable forms
● Genres are enacted by writers and readers
● Writing is a way of enacting disciplinarity 

(Naming What We Know 2015, vi)



Example: Kairos and the Rhetorical Situation



Quantitative and Qualitative Time

Chronos
Amount of time
Duration of time
Age
Period
Rate

Kairos
Character of time
Quality of time
Position and circumstances
Significance
Opportunity



Making the Most 
of the 
Opportune 
Moment

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7NN3gsSf-Ys


“I remember [broadcast producer] Don Mischer said, ‘Put me on 
the phone with Prince.' Don says, ‘Now, I want you to know it's 
raining.' And Prince is like, 'Yes, it's raining.' [Don said], ‘And are 
you okay?' and Prince is like, 'Can you make it rain harder?"" 

-Bruce Rodgers, production designer of the Super Bowl XLI Halftime 
Show 



“The Night Prince Walked on Water” by Hanif 
Abdurraqib



From “The Night Prince Walked on Water” 
by Hanif Abdurraqib

Prince is gone now, and nothing seems fair. He seemed magic and 
permanent—the one who would outlive each of us, floating on 
immortality as a small gift for what he'd given for so long. Prince didn't 
just arrive one time, but many. His career was that of endless arrivals 
and re-arrivals, and so it makes sense, upon the news of his death, 
that he would once again return. That seems unlikely as I write this 
now, reminiscing on another moment where he arrived, several times in 
one night, to deliver a show inside of a show. To, once again, eclipse 
something seemingly greater than himself. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ODFo-c1R5wc


There are times when the night pushes 
against the clock and time slows down; 
when you lock eyes across the room with 
someone who you think you could love. 
When a football is thrown down a field 
and into an end zone where a mass of 
bodies await its descent. When Prince 
leans into a microphone and generously 
asks, “Can I play this guitar?” as if there 
could be anything other than one million 
affirmative answers. A sheet blowing up 
from the front of the stage until Prince is 
only a silhouette making beautiful noise. 
There is no moment like this one in any 
other halftime show, before it or since.



Comparing Kairos & Exigence 

How are kairos and exigence similar? How are they different?

How does exigence affect kairos?

What impact does timing have on persuasion?

How do the “right words” and the “right time” interact?

What do kairos and transfer have in common?                                   

 (adapted from Learning That Transfers, page 15)





Kairos and Transfer

Time

Place

Context

Opportunity



Bounded Framing Expansive Framing
“Almost nobody uses MLA style on 

the job.”
“This is what we have to do to 

meet the state standards.”
“You need to know the structure 

of arguments for the 30-minute SAT 
test.”

“Every senior has to complete a 
senior project to graduate.”

Adjust examples



Bounded Framing Expansive Framing
Analyzing mentor texts helps us learn craft moves we may 
want to make in our own writing.

You’ll probably need to adapt this writing strategy if you 
use it in your other classes.

Using your prior knowledge and personal experience may 
help you develop and support your line of reasoning.

Media literacy is important to civic participation.



Teaching Scenario Transferable Learning
A lesson in which students study the 
key features of a writing rubric in 
preparation for conducting holistic 
scoring of an essay

● Understanding audience 
expectations and genre conventions

● Understanding the values of a 
discourse community

● Understanding that these 
expectations, conventions, and 
values can change over time





V. What’s Possible with Transfer

Examining student work samples from 8th grade 
through higher education



Blogging for 
authentic audiences



Multigenre Projects & Portfolios





Repurposing Writing for New Contexts



Transfer as Transformation



Submission to Writing Waves

● Revise or transform one of your earlier pieces of writing from this 
class for submission to the CSUMB student journal Writing Waves.

● Begin by carefully considering your rhetorical situation, including 
the audience and purpose of the journal and the genres it 
publishes. You may change the genre of your composition.

● Make changes needed for publication.
● Finally, carefully review the submission and formatting guidelines 

from Writing Waves to ensure your submission is ready for 
consideration by the journal's editors. 





“…this was my first published piece. It has raised my confidence in 
regards sharing my ideas in front of a bigger audience. I have learned 
a lot in every single revision of this piece. I have written 15 poems 
before these paired poems but the recognition I got for this piece is 
mind-blowing and remarkable. I’m also thinking to write a poem on 
COVID during the summer.”

                   —Navreen Kaur (student author)



II. Cultivating Expert Learners



“When I ask students about what 
they’ve been told about writing they 
can list rule after rule. When I ask 
where those rules came from, why 
these rules are rules, they shrug”

(Warner 4)





The National Research Council 
explains that experts’ knowledge 
“reflects contexts of 
applicability: that is, the 
knowledge is ‘conditionalized’ on 
a set of circumstances” (31).

Knowing What To 
Do When



Teaching for transfer 
is teaching for change.



↪ Beyond this text
↪ Beyond this class
↪ Beyond this subject
↪ Beyond this time
↪ Beyond this place

Expanding Our Vision of Postsecondary Success



Going Beyond in Our Pedagogies

See Alim, Baker-Bell, Elbow, Martinez, Paris, and Young



“We need a pedagogy that 
teaches us to explore why 
things are the way they are.”

(Smitherman)



Redefining Postsecondary Success

↪ Can our students adapt to unfamiliar situations? 
↪ Figure out how to communicate in new settings and 

forms? 
↪ Find innovative solutions to problems? 
↪ Collaborate? 
↪ Contribute to their own and others’ well-being?



Beyond NCTE 2022

Jennifer Fletcher

@JenJFletcher
jfletcher@csumb.edu

https://rhetoricalthinking.com/

Trevor Aleo

@MrAleoSays
aleotc@gmail.com

https://trevoraleo.com/
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